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Being in holiday to a new place and not shopping is just not possible. Holidays are incomplete
without shopping in true sense and hence it is best to club your vacations with shopping tour to get
the ultimate experience. One such tour that provides immense satisfaction to the tourists is the
wildlife packages in Rajasthan, which is considered to be heaven state by shopaholics.

Rajasthan offers the best handicrafts all over India. Their metal work, crafts, clothes, juttis,
decorative items, everything is a hit with tourists from all over India and world. That is the reason
why when it comes to shopping tour, nothing can defeat Rajasthan. Be it bandahani, bandhej, cut
work, glass work or the old style furniture of Rajasthan; nothing can please the tourists better.

The same holds true for the wildlife packages of this state which has a lot to offer in Sawai
Madophur, Ranthambore and Sariska Tiger Reserve. One can spot various types of flora and fauna
in this part of the country. Lakes normally flow through these forests and reserves making it even a
worthwhile visit. Thus, it is best to plan your shopping tour in such a manner that you are able to
devote at least a couple of days to shopping along with wild life watching.

One should make an itenary starting from Delhi as Sariska Tiger Reserve Falls in Alwar, which is a
merely three hoursâ€™ drive from Delhi. Your next stoppage should be Ranthambore where another
National Park exists. You can stay in one of the forest hotels and enjoy the wildlife packages to the
utmost. This way, you can start early in the morning in jeep safaris and reserve your evenings for
shopping. A trip to Sawai Madhopur is a must to include in your wildlife packages of Rajasthan
which offers some of the most exotic flora and fauna.

It is best to finish with your wildlife tour and then start with shopping tour. Sawai Madhopur is closely
located to Jodhpur and Jaiselmer where one can shop till drop. There is so much to pick like the
Laak jewelry, especially the bangles, camel leather bags and other goods, the famous bandhej and
bandhini saris and dupattas, jodhpuri juttis and lots of handicrafts like the lantern, Jharokhas and
antique furniture. It would take at least a couple of days to pick up things of your choice. Hence, club
both your shopping and love for wildlife in one package and enjoy Rajasthan to its best.
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